Abstract-Person re-identification is becoming a hot research topic due to its academic importance and attractive applications in visual surveillance. This paper focuses on solving the relatively harder and more importance multiple-shot re-identification problem. Following the idea of treating it as a set-based classification problem, we propose a new model called Locality-constrained Collaborative Sparse Approximation (LCSA) which is made to be as efficient, effective and robust as possible. It improves the very recently proposed Collaborative Sparse Approximation (CSA) model by introducing two types of locality constraints to enhance the quality of the data for collaborative approximation. Extensive experiments demonstrate that LCSA is not only much better than CSA in terms of effectiveness and robustness, but also superior to other related methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification, which means identifying a person again when he/she reappears in the view of a camera or a network of cameras, has recently got much attention. It is not only because the problem itself is important for real surveillance applications, but also due to that any remarkable advances on it will directly benefit the research on people tracking (especially across-camera tracking) and other object recognition tasks. Person re-identification allows significant appearance and spatial changes of the person, thus it may help bridging the gap between tracklets due to sudden appearance changes, occlusions and camera view switching. Since it may cover various visual variations, such as the changes in illumination, viewpoint, pose, occlusion, clothes, accessory, resolution, imaging quality, camera parameter, etc., any progress on recognizing this specific object is likely to be helpful for solving other object recognition problems as well.
Based on the number of samples we have for each individual in both the probe and gallery, the problem is usually categorized into two types: single-shot re-identification and multiple-shot re-identification. Compared with the single-shot problem, multiple-shot re-identification provides a larger room for inventing new approaches and it can also get a much better performance because more information can be utilized.
Existing solutions for multiple-shot re-identification mainly contribute in three directions: feature/signature design, metric learning, and sample/set reorganization. Feature/signature design is very rewarding but difficult due to possibly tremendous intra-class variations but relatively small inter-class differences. Representative work includes HPE (Histogram Plus Epitome) [1] , SDALF (Symmetry-driven Accumulation of Local Features) [2] , MRCG (Mean Riemannian Covariance Grid) [3] , LDFV (Local Descriptors encoded by Fisher Vectors) [4] , and a general comparison of them [5] . Metric learning algorithms were mainly used for single-shot re-identification. Not until recently, some of them [6] , [7] have been extended for handling the multiple-shot cases as well, however, these methods usually require a time-consuming training process. The third direction is an abstract concept, which covers all the efforts for a better reorganization or usage of the samples or sets of samples for boosting the performance. So far, efforts in this direction have mainly come from manifold modeling [8] , [9] , transfer learning [10] , [11] , and collaborative representation [12] , [10] . This paper focuses on the collaborative representation branch for its simplicity, efficiency, and effectiveness. More specifically, it follows the idea of collaborative sparse approximation (CSA) [12] in extending the samplebased collaborative representation in SRC [13] and CRC [14] for solving the set-based classification problem. Since it doesn't rely on any extra data, it is not comparable with the work of Third-Party Collaborative Representation [10] .
The main novelty of this work is introducing the locality constraints into CSA to significantly boost its performance whilst improve its stability and robustness. Though being discriminative, the CSA model may perform even worse as the ratio of probe/gallery set-size to the number of sets increases, which is undesirable. Instead of using all the gallery images for collaborative approximation as in CSA, the proposed Locality-constrained Collaborative Sparse Approximation (LCSA) approach preselects certain number of gallery images/sets to enhance the quality of the data for collaborative approximation. By doing so, LCSA is much less likely to get confused when there are a large number of samples per person and/or the intra-class variations and noises are large. In the implementation of LCSA, we propose two different models with two types of locality constraints, and experimentally discuss their differences along with the selection of model parameters. Extensive experimental results on three benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposal as well. . . , n} denote the gallery sets. Each set contains a number of samples marked by a set-specific color and shape. The colored areas bounded by black lines denote the affine hulls for the sets. The size of a sample marker is set to be proportional to the weight of the sample in the linear combination for set-to-set approximation, while the double headed arrows connects the pairs of sparsely approximated nearest points between sets. The predicted matching gallery set by each model has its name surrounded by a bold bounding box, and it has either a check mark or a cross mark near to it to indicate whether it is a correct prediction or not.
II. RELATED WORK
The proposed approach treats the multiple-shot reidentification problem as a set-based classification problem and it utilizes the set-to-set geometric distance in its models. Therefore, it has a close relationship with those set-based classification methods exploring various set-to-set distances. The simplest set-to-set distance is the minimum point-wise distance (MPD) which has been used in SDALF [2] . To be robust to outliers and less overfitting, AHISD/CHISD (Affine/Convex Hull based Image Set Distance) [15] represents each image set by an affine/convex hull and uses the geometric distance between two hulls as the between-set distance. The work of SANP (Sparse Approximated Nearest Points) [16] , which also uses affine hulls, further enforces the sparsity of samples used for linear combination in the distance computation. The CSA model [12] which utilizes the SANP model is most related to our proposal, thus the differences between it and our approach are detailed in the next section. The idea of introducing locality constraints in our approach is to some extent related to the work of LLC (Locality-constrained Linear Coding) [17] . However, they are not comparable because LLC uses the patch-level locality constraint in the descriptor coding for feature representation while our approach uses samplelevel or set-level locality constraint directly for classification.
III. LOCALITY-CONSTRAINED COLLABORATIVE SPARSE APPROXIMATION
We detail the proposed LCSA approach with two different models by briefly introducing the closely related SANP and CSA models at first, and then focusing on the differences between LCSA and CSA. Besides the details presented below, an illustrative comparison between them is given in Figure 1 .
A. Collaborative Sparse Approximation
Collaborative Sparse Approximation (CSA) is an application of the collaborative representation idea originated from SRC [13] and CRC [14] to set-based classification. It inherits the coding model from the SANP approach, and utilizes the discriminative ability of collaborative representation in its classification model. To be concrete, it operates as follows.
Given a probe set X p ∈ R d×Np and n gallery sets {X
. . , n}, where d, N p , N i denote the feature dimension and the set-sizes for X p and X g i , respectively, CSA builds a unified gallery set 
with
where μ p , μ g are the sample means, while U p , U g , and v p , v g are the selected l i orthonormal bases and their corresponding singular values obtained by applying the Singular Value Decomposition. The trade-off weights are set to be the same as those in SANP:
The same algorithm as presented in [16] can be adopted for optimization.
After getting the optimal (α * , β * ), where
n ] denote the linear combination coefficients associated with the corresponding gallery sets, CSA predicts the label of X p by finding the smallest dissimilarity between X p and X
This classification model has a assumption that the relevant gallery set is likely able to approximate the probe set (or more precisely its sparsely approximated point) better than any irrelevant gallery set with fewer number of samples. Though this assumption is likely to be true in general, its reliability actually depends much on the number of gallery sets and their set-sizes [12] . As the ratio of set-size to set-number increases, the performance of CSA can significantly decrease, suggesting that too many samples may confuse the model. This undesirable weakness motivates our idea of introducing locality constraints to the collaborative approximation.
B. LCSAwNN: Approximation with Neighboring Samples
A simple solution for introducing locality constraints is allowing only those gallery samples close enough to the probe samples to participate in the collaborative approximation, namely, doing approximation with only "neighboring" gallery samples. In practice, we just use the Euclidean distance in the feature space to select certain amount of nearest neighbors from all the samples in X g for each sample in X p , and then have all these selected samples form a new galleryX g . After that, we useX g instead of X g to approximate X p in the CSA approach. We call this LCSA model "LCSAwNN", which means LCSA with Nearest Neighbors.
C. LCSAwMPD: Approximation with Neighboring Sets
Another solution for LCSA is using some set-to-set distance to preselect the most promising gallery sets from all the candidates {X g 1 , . . . , X g n }, followed by doing CSA with only these selected gallery sets. In this paper, without loss of generality, we use the simple and fast MPD model for computing the set-to-set distances and treat the gallery sets with smallest distances to the probe set X p as the most promising ones. Therefore, we name it "LCSAwMPD", simply indicating LCSA with MPD. Unlike LCSAwNN which preselects neighboring (gallery) samples for collaborative approximation, LCSAwMPD preselects neighboring (gallery) sets.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Datasets and Feature Representation
Given that the multiple-shot re-identification performance has got saturated on the single-camera based ETHZ datasets [18] and the number of samples per person in the i-LIDS dataset [19] is too small (only 2-8), we follow the work of CSA [12] in using the iLIDS-MA and iLIDS-AA datasets [20] for our experiments. Both of them are extracted from the multiplecamera tracking task of the i-LIDS video surveillance data released by the Home Office of UK. They contain plenty of video frames for each person captured by two non-overlapping cameras with large viewpoint changes.
More concretely, there are 40 persons with exactly 46 instances per camera for each person in the iLIDS-MA dataset (resulting in 3680 images), while there are 100 persons with averagely about 54 cropped images per camera for each person (totally 10754 images) in the iLIDS-AA dataset. Besides that, these two datasets have an important difference: iLIDS-MA has the bounding boxes manually annotated while the ones in iLIDS-AA are generated by a tracking algorithm with a HOGbased detector. Therefore, iLIDS-MA is suitable for evaluating the performance on solving re-identification in its narrow sense, while iLIDS-AA is valuable for verifying the robustness of re-identification algorithms w.r.t. localization errors in real systems. As mentioned in [12] , the performance of CSA doesn't vary monotonously w.r.t. the number of samples per set (denoted by "N" in this paper). To study the impact of N for LCSA models, we follow [12] in doing experiments with N = 10, N = 23, and N = 46 for both datasets. For iLIDS-AA dataset, when the total number of available images for some people are not enough for large N s, we use the largest possible numbers.
In addition to these two datasets, the newly published CAVIAR4REID dataset [21] is also adopted for investigation. The dataset contains 26 sequences recorded from two different viewpoints. Totally, 72 persons were manually selected for this dataset, of which 50 have both camera views while the other 22 have only one camera view. For each person, a set of manually cropped images were carefully selected for each camera view, maximizing the variance w.r.t. resolution, light condition, occlusion, and pose. Comparing with iLIDS-MA and iLIDS-AA, it has the following unique properties: 1) broad changes in resolution; 2) severe images variations (pose, illumination, occlusion, etc.) along with low redundancy due to sparse frame sampling. We follow [21] and [6] in using only the 50 persons with both views for evaluation and having the probe and gallery sets come from different views. Besides letting N = 5 as in [21] and [6] , we also try N = 10 to study the impact of N . In addition to that, we relax the setting by allowing the 50 testing persons to be from all the 72 persons but not only those specified 50 persons. Note that in this setting the probe set and gallery set may from the same camera for those sampled from the 22 persons. In this case, we only test N = 10 and mark the experiment to be "unspecified", differentiating it from the specified cases.
We use the same color and texture histograms based features as mentioned in [10] for all the datasets, and have the feature dimension reduced to 400 by Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Furthermore, we standardize the feature vectors to have a 0-mean and a 1-variance. For all the experiments to be presented, the probe and gallery sets are randomly sampled (except for the N = 46 case in iLIDS-MA), and such random sampling is repeated 10 times for result averaging.
B. Neighborhood Size Selection
For both LCSAwNN and LCSAwMPD, the neighborhood size is an important factor as it directly controls the samples/sets to be participated in collaborative approximation, thus it may greatly influence the re-identification performance. Therefore, before comparing LCSAwNN and LCSAwMPD with other methods, we first study the impact of the neighborhood size for both of them. Since different datasets and different N s result in different scales of the experimental data, we introduce a relative neighborhood size measure called locality ratio so that its value has the same locality restriction effect for all the experiments. Formally, the locality ratio for LCSAwNN/LCSAwMPD is defined as the ratio of the number of closest gallery samples/sets for each probe image/set to the total number of gallery samples/sets available. In this paper, we use γ to denote it. Person re-identification is usually treated as a ranking problem and it is expected that the relevant gallery set for an input probe appears in the top few ranks, therefore we report the rank top 10% recognition accuracy for studying the performance change w.r.t. the variation of the locality ratio γ. For all the experiments as mentioned in subsection IV-A, we have γ varies from 0.05 to 1, and present the results for LCSAwNN and LCSAwMPD in Figure 2 .
As it shows, generally speaking, with the locality constraint, LCSA models perform better than unconstrained CSA and it's better to have a relatively small γ, say smaller than 0.5. Within the two proposed models, LCSAwMPD performs similarly to or slightly better than LCSAwNN when γ > 0.6, but for both the iLIDS-AA and CAVIAR4REID datasets, LCSAwNN is significantly superior when γ < 0.5. It suggests that it is better to aid the CSA model by selecting those related samples w.r.t. a given probe set and leave the set-level justification to CSA, but not do an unreliable set-level justification before CSA. This set-level pre-justification is only good when it doesn't prune too many sets or when itself is better than CSA (like the case for the relatively easier iLIDS-MA dataset). For both LCSAwNN and LCSAwMPD, the performance doesn't change monotonously w.r.t. γ, because smaller γ generally means larger risk of making mistakes in the pre-selection of samples/sets, while increasing γ may weaken the power of locality constraint. Therefore, there should be a trade-off, namely, we'd better choose a proper value for γ. Though the best value varies a bit in our experiments, a recommendable choice is to have γ = 0.1 and γ = 0.2 for LCSAwNN and LCSAwMPD, respectively.
C. Performance Comparison
We compare LCSAwNN and LCSAwMPD with the related state-of-the-art methods, including MPD, CHISD, SANP, and CSA on all the experiments. Following the tradition, we evaluate the re-identification performance by the CMC (Cumulative Matching Characteristic) curve. Since in real re-identification applications it is acceptable if the correct match presents in the front of the ranking list but not necessarily at the first place, checking the cumulative recognition rate at certain rank is a good choice. Therefore, in our experiments we emphasize the CMC value at rank top 10%. For the proposed LCSA models, we just show their results with the recommended parameters, namely, γ = 0.1 for LCSAwNN and γ = 0.2 for LCSAwMPD.
The results are shown in Figure 3 . As mentioned before, LCSAwNN and LCSAwMPD perform significantly better than CSA on all the experiments, demonstrating the advantage of introducing locality constraints. Moreover, on the iLIDS-MA and iLIDS-AA datasets, the performance of CSA decreases significantly when N increases from 23 to 46 which shows that too many samples may confuse the model [12] , but the LCSA models doesn't have such a problem (more samples generally results in a better performance). Except the experiments on the iLIDS-MA dataset, which is so simple that MPD performs better than CSA, the results showing that LCSAwNN is generally better than LCSAwMPD. The LCSA models are also superior to any other methods on all the experiments. Though it is not presented here, they also perform better than other unrelated state-of-the-art methods on the same dataset under the same experimental settings. For example, the result of LCSAwNN on the CAVIAR4REID dataset with N = 5 is much better than those presented in [21] and [6] .
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed LCSA models are significantly more effective and more robust than the recently introduced CSA model on three representative benchmark datasets for the problem of multiple-shot person re-identification. They have also demonstrated their superiority to other related methods. Experiments show that LCSAwNN is generally better than LCSAwMPD as it has a lower risk of making unrecoverable mistakes in the locality constraint stage. The paper also gives extensive experimental analysis on the model parameters, along with recommended values for them.
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